1. **TETC** – Labs are located in TETC116A, TETC116B, TETC110A, TETC110B, TETC351 and TETC352. TETC116A is always available to students, the other labs share scheduled class time with open periods.

2. **Fulton Hall** – Labs are located in FH142 and FH145. These labs share scheduled class time with open periods for general student use. FH145 is our Macintosh lab.

3. **IT Help Desk** – The IT Help Desk is located in TETC 113, and is open whenever labs are open.

4. **Devilbiss Hall** – The Devilbiss Hall Lab is located on the second floor of Devilbiss Hall in DH205. This lab shares scheduled class time with open periods for general student use.

5. **Perdue Hall** – Labs are located in PH141 and PH248. PH 141 is always available to students. PH shares scheduled class time with open periods for general student use.

Lab hours can be found at [http://www.salisbury.edu/helpdesk/labs/hours.html](http://www.salisbury.edu/helpdesk/labs/hours.html)

This document displays only Information Technology computer labs. Other departments may maintain their own computer labs with specialized software, availability and hours. Check with your department for information about departmental labs on campus.